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I. Sequence of the Most Notable Events in the Southern Region of 
    Syria since the Collapse of the Previous De-Escalation Agreement  
    until the 2021 Agreements:

The Syrian regime, backed by Iranian forces and the Russian air force, launched and led a military cam-
paign in mid-June 2018 against the Southern region of Syria (comprising parts of the governorates of 
Daraa, Quneitra and Suwayda), which resulted in the regime resuming total control over the region, for-
cibly ending the de-escalation agreement, with the previous US-Russian agreement, which entered into 
force on July 9, 2017, being revoked; Daraa governorate then moved to new agreements between the Syri-
an regime on the one hand and factions of the Armed Opposition on the other, but under Russian auspic-
es. These agreements were distinguished by their different terms between one area and another, despite 
containing supposedly comprehensive terms, leading to the establishment of different circumstances 
of control, with some areas being completely controlled by the Syrian regime and its Iranian ally, while 
others actually remain under the control of former Armed Opposition factions (fighters from among the 
people of the region), and still other areas remained under the control of the Fifth Corps, which consists 
mostly of former members of the Armed Opposition factions backed by Russian forces.

The operations by joint Syrian-Iranian regime forces (Iranian militias fighting alongside Syrian regime 
forces backed by the Iranian regime) seizing control over large areas in July 2018 led to immediate vi-
olations, most notably the forced displacement of thousands of people in the region, with SNHR docu-
menting part of this in a report we issued in July 2018; the people who decided to stay were subjected to 
multiple types of violations by the Syrian-Iranian regime forces, mostly with the objective of emptying 
the region of its leading figures and activists in order to facilitate gradual control over it in the medium 
and long term. Arbitrary arrests/ enforced disappearances have increased since then, along with torture, 
killings and assassinations, the conscription of young people in the region into the ranks of Syrian regime 
forces, and the seizure of land and property, in addition to bombardment using ‘Elephant’ missiles and 
improvised munitions targeting civilian areas, causing casualties, including women and children.

At the end of May 2021, the Syrian regime held ‘presidential elections’ whose illegitimacy was unanimous-
ly agreed upon by the majority of the world’s democratic countries, with SNHR issuing a report on the 
subject of these ‘elections’ and their wholly illegitimate nature. The people of Daraa governorate clearly 
expressed their rejection of these farcical ‘elections’ through demonstrations, banners and stinging criti-
cism, which, we believe, angered the Syrian regime whose response was swift and brutal; nearly a month 
after the end of the ‘presidential elections’, on June 23, the Southern region of Syria began to witness 
tension as a result of the regime placing additional terms on previous agreements, which the local Ne-
gotiations Committee considered unacceptable, resulting in a series of developments in the region that 
led to a dangerous military escalation at the end of July. In August 2021, we issued a report, in which we 

https://sn4hr.org/blog/2018/07/31/52504/
https://sn4hr.org/blog/2021/04/26/56150/
https://sn4hr.org/blog/2021/08/09/56651/
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outlined the most notable violations committed by the Syrian regime and its allies in the Southern region 
of Syria between June 23 and August 9, 2021, with this current report covering the developments that the 
region witnessed between August 9 and October 2021. It also documents the developments that followed 
the agreement reached between the Negotiations Committee in Daraa city and a Russian delegation 
representing the Syrian regime on September 5, 2021, and the subsequent similar agreements witnessed 
by most villages in the eastern and western suburbs of Daraa. The report also summarizes the record of 
the most notable violations committed by Syrian regime forces since they took control of the region in 
July 2018 up till October 2021.

Through our team of field researchers, we have obtained direct testimonies from individuals who have 
been forcibly displaced which we acquired through speaking directly with witnesses, and with none of the 
testimonies, including the five provided in this report, being cited from any open sources. We explained 
the purpose of these interviews beforehand to the eyewitnesses, who gave us permission to use the in-
formation they provided in this report without us offering or providing them with any incentives, as well 
as providing assurances to the interviewees that we will conceal the identity of any witness who prefers 
to use an alias. All these procedures are carried out under the terms of SNHR’s internal protocols, which 
we have rigorously adhered to since our establishment, and which we strive constantly to develop.

We do not claim, however, that we have documented all cases, given the severe prohibitions, restrictions 
and persecution by Syrian/Iranian regime forces and some other armed groups against SNHR. Readers 
are welcome to find out more about SNHR’s methodology.

This report doesn’t go into the details of the negotiation processes, military clashes and the complex 
battle for control between Iran and Russia, since SNHR’s primary focus remains on those issues which fall 
within our jurisdiction, and what matters most to us in this context is civilians’ safety, ensuring that civil-
ians are not targeted in military operations, that all parties uphold and respect the rules of international 
humanitarian law during clashes, and respect international human rights law for the people who decided 
to stay, and that their fundamental rights are not violated.

The information contained in this report only represents the bare minimum of incidents which we have 
been able to document, and of the severity and magnitude of the violations that occurred. Also, it doesn’t 
include any analysis of the profound social, economic, and psychological ramifications.

https://sn4hr.org/public_html/wp-content/pdf/english/SNHR_Methodology_en.pdf
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II. The Most Notable Developments in the Southern Region of 
    Syria Between August 9 and October 2021:

This period was characterized by constant attempts to reach an agreement between the Negotiation 
Committee in Daraa city and the Russian side representing the Syrian regime. Every time such an agree-
ment was reached, however, Syrian regime forces would immediately undermine it over the following 
days by launching artillery and missile attacks (using ‘Elephant’ and Golan missiles) on residential neigh-
borhoods in Daraa al Balad, Tareeq al Sadd and the Daraa Camp, which we believe were launched with 
the specific objective of obtaining the greatest possible concessions. During this period, we recorded 
the conclusion of five agreements, prior to reaching the agreement of Daraa al Balad’s neighborhoods 
on September 5, demonstrating the inability or unwillingness of the Syrian regime’s Russian sponsors to 
force the Syrian regime to comply with the terms of the agreements.

On August 12, Geir O. Pedersen, the UN Special Envoy for Syria, called for an immediate end to the vi-
olence and for all parties to uphold the principle of the protection of civilians and civilian objects, in 
accordance with international humanitarian law. He also stressed that immediate, safe and unimpeded 
humanitarian access must be granted to all affected areas and communities, including Daraa al Balad, 
and that the near siege-like situation must end.

On August 15, the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestinian Refugees in the Near East (UN-
RWA) issued a statement expressing its concern for the lives and wellbeing of some 30,000 Palestinian 
refugees registered with the agency in south Syria. Prior to the conflict, around one-third of these refu-
gees used to reside in the Daraa camp for Palestinian refugees, which suffered large-scale destruction as 
a result of the ‘hostilities’, according to UNRWA; it should be noted that SNHR’s documentation shows the 
bombardment that targeted Daraa camp came from the Syrian/Iranian regime forces.

On August 24, among the terms put forward in talks on one of the agreements, the Syrian regime stipu-
lated the displacement of at least eight individuals from Daraa city, in exchange for the regime withdraw-
ing its military forces and lifting the siege on the city’s besieged neighborhoods; the regime did not fulfill 
its part of this bargain, however, failing to withdraw its forces from the vicinity of the city despite the 
departure of a convoy carrying the eight individuals towards the north of Syria.

The SNHR spoke with Yaser al Hourani1 , a soldier who defected from Syrian regime forces and was among 
those displaced from Daraa city to northern Syria in a convoy that left on August 24, 2021. He told us:
“The agreement reached on August 23, 2021, included terms providing for the departure of some 
fighters to northern Syria in exchange for the lifting of the siege imposed on the neighborhoods 
of Daraa city, with this condition of displacing us supposed to be accompanied by the withdrawal 
of regime forces and affiliated militias from the vicinity of Daraa city, but this condition was not 

1    We contacted him via WhatsApp on September 4, 2021

https://specialenvoysyria.unmissions.org/statement-attributable-united-nations-special-envoy-syria-mr-geir-o-pedersen-anniversary-syrian-0
https://www.unrwa.org/newsroom/official-statements/vulnerable-palestine-refugees-affected-ongoing-clashes-southern-syria
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implemented. The next day, August 24, I left my house in Daraa al Balad and went to Tareeq al Sadd 
neighborhood, and from there to al Saraya Checkpoint that separates the besieged areas from 
areas under the control of the Syrian regime in Daraa al Mahatta, in preparation for our transfer 
to northern Syria; there were a lot of people gathered at the checkpoint, some of them say good-
bye and others at the other side of the checkpoint waiting for the regime forces to allow them to 
return to the besieged neighborhoods. I went up to the displacement buses with seven individuals 
distributed on two buses, which remained parked for some time. From the window of the bus, I saw 
how regime forces were pushing women and children roughly to disperse the gatherings, prompt-
ing young men in the besieged part of the city to intervene to prevent assaults by regime forces 
against their families. Meanwhile, the regime forces responded by closing al Saraya Checkpoint 
and telling the bus driver to move from the place. We moved at 7:30 pm, Syria time. After traveling 
a few dozen meters, I heard gunfire, which I later learned was from regime forces, who had shot at 
civilians gathering at al Saraya Checkpoint. I also learned that Abdul Karim al Masri, who was among 
those who intervened to protect the people from the assaults of the regime’s forces, was killed as 
a result of the shooting.”

On August 26, an additional number of people from the region were displaced; we recorded the depar-
ture of a convoy carrying 70 people, some of whom were accompanied by their families. The Syrian re-
gime’s Military Police escorted them, then they were taken to Abu al Baraa bin Malik Mosque in al Bab city 
in the eastern suburbs of Aleppo.

On August 30, the negotiating table witnessed a meeting between the Russian delegation, headed by the 
Russian General Alexei, and tribal dignitaries in the Daraa governorate at the Panorama Stadium in Daraa 
city. That meeting was held within the framework of agreeing on a new formula after the failure of the 
previous agreement on August 24.

On September 1, a local news site that publishes news about Daraa city published a series of recordings 
which it said were of the Russian general during his meeting with the dignitaries of Daraa city. The Syrian 
Network for Human Rights reviewed the content of these recordings, which include conversations in Rus-
sian that someone present at the meeting translates into Arabic. The most noteworthy point among the 
contents of these recordings is the Russian delegation’s insistence on the need for Syrian regime forces 
to enter the whole of Daraa city in order to impose complete control there. The Russian general demand-
ed the full surrender of weapons, the settlement of the status of those wanted by the Syrian regime, 
the establishment of joint security points between the regime’s army and security forces, and a security 
inspection of people residing in Daraa al Balad. We were unable to independently verify the accuracy of 
these recordings.

https://sn4hr-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/p/upload/EYStBPFhA8VFs-vQlrNiMkgBktgEJ5gYG3j01R0Vbk96VQ?e=jzBghy
https://sn4hr-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/p/upload/EW2HNtrxoCpMk9iEvwJZwcoBMx6EL4GgJVJskd8N8e7_xQ?e=vRU2LU
https://sn4hr-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/p/upload/EbUuxgqarXVFuIYtReq8J0oBElERWRTNuo0SEWAUDjb5lQ?e=lKB8Lp
https://sn4hr-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/p/upload/EUVGnCh1m-dJv-pMsd2E2ewB358MflcQTGt3lxxQMZgXyQ?e=QTobax
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On September 1, Adnan al Msalma, the spokesperson for the Civilian Negotiation Committee in Daraa city, 
announced that an agreement had been reached with Russia and the regime’s security committee that 
would put an end to the military escalation in Daraa city. This agreement quickly collapsed two days later, 
however, according to the spokesperson’s statement on his Facebook account, due to new, impossible 
requests, submitted by the regime’s security committee and Russia, most notably their insistence on the 
surrender of all weapons, the deployment of additional military points and a home inspection campaign, 
after which the Negotiation Committee demanded the displacement of the people to Jordan or Turkey. 
On September 4, Syrian regime forces again bombed the besieged neighborhoods of Daraa city.

On September 5, 2021, an agreement was reached that included terms stipulating the surrender of light 
weapons in the possession of the armed opposition fighters, carrying out joint patrols consisted of Syri-
an intelligence personnel and Russian police between the two parts of the city (Daraa al Balad and Daraa 
al Mahatta), and the restructuring of the ‘implementation bodies of the authority’ to Daraa al Balad, the 
establishment of checkpoints in the vicinity of Daraa city, and the regulation of civilians passing through 
these, in addition to terms related to settling the status of individuals wanted by the Syrian regime, set-
tling the status of dissidents from the regime’s army, and displacing those who wished to accept displace-
ment to northern Syria in exchange for lifting the siege imposed by Syrian regime forces since June 24, 
2021.

Photos of the Russian solution map:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eju4wMKjr2Y_I9mAhMJWPZ2QnvyVxJTc/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O7nSOyTTljzQK0CYPn3-U8ht10Nr3qm4/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R4n5etRVOjmWd2zmM98OOliaIjLh9SdC/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LBRWxhhK5xJSlGNOepP-ou4iKVnPagmM/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CkKl3lWxm05lGrulbtKQ9AyZvV8TPGxr/view
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As for the villages and towns of the western suburbs of Daraa, these witnessed five agreements between 
September 12 and 26, drawn up between dignitaries from these areas and the Syrian regime’s security 
committee, under Russian auspices, for the towns of al Yadouda, al Mzayreeb, Tal Shehab and the villag-
es of Hawd Yarmouk area (which includes the towns of Saham al Joulan, Tseel, Heet, al Shajara, al Qsair, 
Abdin, Naf’a, Jmala, Beit Ara, and Kwiya) and Tafas city, with all of these agreements being similar to the 
agreement on Daraa city, while the difference between them was embodied in the presence of the Syrian 
regime in Tafas city and its withdrawal from al Yadouda town.

Between October 2 and 18, we also recorded similar agreements in the cities of Nawa, Jasem, and al Harra 
in the western suburbs of Daraa, the cities of Namar, Inkhel, and al Sanamayn in the northern suburbs 
of Daraa, the towns of Nasib and Tayba, Um al Mayathen, Seyda, al N’eima, and the village of Kahil in the 
eastern suburbs of Daraa; all these agreements were between committees representing the people and 
the Russian sponsor representing the Syrian regime.

III. The Most Notable Human Rights Violations Committed by the 
     Syrian Regime Between August 9 and October 2021:

Syrian-Iranian regime forces did not stop committing multiple types of violations throughout the period 
during which the negotiations were taking place, with this abusive policy routinely adopted by the Syrian 
regime and its allies. Here we provide a record of the most notable violations that we have recorded:

A. Indiscriminate attacks (at least 185 missile attacks against residential neighborhoods):
The Syrian regime used heavy machine guns and mortar shells to bombard residential neighborhoods 
in Daraa city. On August 23, the Syrian regime escalated the pace of its attacks, and we documented its 
use of homemade ‘Elephant’ and Golan-type missiles, which are modified missiles using a large warhead, 
known for their great destructive capacity and lack of accuracy in hitting the target.
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Map shows the most notable sites of missile platforms used by the Syrian regime forces to attack 
besieged neighborhoods in Daraa city between August 23 and September 5, 2021:

Between August 23 and September 5, we recorded at least 185 attacks using missiles, targeting residen-
tial areas in Daraa al Balad neighborhoods in Daraa city, 94 of which took place between August 28 and 
30; these attacks expanded to include vital civilian facilities, with SNHR documenting nine attacks target-
ing vital civilian facilities.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19OD_FIoDed_38X5l0zUAzQ_fOr0Ta7a2/view
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Map shows the most notable sites attacked by Syrian regime forces in besieged neighborhoods in 
Daraa city between August 23 and September 5, 2021:

On August 24, Syrian regime forces used live bullets against a gathering of civilians near the al Saraya 
Checkpoint, which was the starting point for buses heading towards northern Syria.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPNI1ASyKZnPQ8ZdnWNJWy_lzhJwgng9/view
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The SNHR spoke with Ehab2 , a local media activist who was near al Saraya Checkpoint when Syrian re-
gime forces shot at residents. He told us:
“At al Saraya Checkpoint, hundreds of residents, who had been displaced from the besieged neigh-
borhoods of Daraa towards Daraa al Mahatta neighborhoods, gathered, with some of them wanting 
to return [to their homes], while some others wanted to board the buses and head to northern Syria. 
At the checkpoint, a verbal altercation occurred between an officer from Syrian regime forces and a 
woman from Daraa, which developed into a fistfight, and I was able to document this through videos.” 
Ehab added: “Around 7:30 pm, we were still at the checkpoint. I saw some people bringing bread 
into the areas that were still under siege. Suddenly, the regime forces fired at us without any rea-
son. At the moment of the shooting, I and dozens of civilians entered one of the shops next to the 
checkpoint, where we stayed until the shooting stopped; not all of us survived the bullets, as many 
civilians were injured, including the young man, Abdul Karim al Masri, who I later learned from the 
medical point had been shot in the chest and was critically injured, which led to his death. After we 
got out from the place we hid in, we fled towards Tareeq al Sadd neighborhood, and after we fled, 
the regime’s army forces targeted the place where we’d been with an RPG; I was able to document 
a small part of these difficult moments that we went through with a video.”

B. The deterioration of the living conditions of the population as a result of the siege imposed on 
neighborhoods in Daraa city:
In our previous report, which was issued on August 9, 2021, we documented Syrian regime forces closing 
the roads leading to the neighborhoods of Daraa al Balad, Tareeq al Sadd neighborhood, and the two 
camps of Palestinian refugees and displaced people from the Golan on June 24, 2021, and the adverse 
effects of this on the residents’ living conditions. We also documented the Syrian regime preventing the 
entry of foodstuffs, medical supplies, and fuel to these neighborhoods.

The severe siege continued for about 20 days, and then became dependent on the progress of the agree-
ments and the extent of the Syrian regime’s satisfaction with the terms agreed upon. Every time im-
plementation of the agreement was hampered, Syrian regime forces responded by closing roads and 
preventing the entry of food and medicine; the besieged neighborhoods witnessed a total exhaustion 
of basic goods in local shops, along with a severe shortage of infant formula and some medicines for 
chronic diseases, with food prices doubling; the residents told us that they had to pay large sums of 
money that could reach 300,000 Syrian pounds, the equivalent of US $100, in return for bringing in small 
quantities of basic foodstuffs (rice- sugar- flour- lentils), and revealed that water and electricity services 
were completely cut off from the besieged neighborhoods from June 24 until the implementation of the 
September 5 agreement began, with the residents forced to use the water from a well located in Wadi al 
Zaidi, which is not suitable for drinking, during this period.

2    We contacted him via his Facebook account on September 3, 2021

https://sn4hr-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/p/upload/EbZOU6n4whVDuMEey9EOUz8B9Hy0kJeacf59UpYurjv_cg?e=zpRy67
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On August 31, Amnesty International stated that “The Syrian government must immediately lift a two-
month siege of the opposition stronghold Daraa al-Balad and allow unfettered humanitarian access 
to the area where around 20,000 people are living in dire conditions with scarce supplies of food and 
barely any medical care.”

C. Violations committed by Syrian regime forces against the displaced people from the besieged areas:
As a result of the military operations led by Syrian regime forces and Iranian militias on the neighborhoods 
of Daraa al Balad, Tareeq al Sadd and the Palestinian refugee camp, we recorded the displacement of at 
least 36,000 of these neighborhoods’ residents towards the neighborhoods of Daraa al Mahatta, which 
are completely under the control of the Syrian regime and thus relatively calm; thousands of families were 
forced to flee on foot with little baggage, with the majority of these families forced to live in schools and 
other public facilities in the neighborhoods of al Matar, al Qosour, al Kashef and al Sahari. The movement 
of displacement and the strong demand for housing led to a rise in house rents in the neighborhoods of 
Daraa al Mahatta, with the monthly rent for one apartment reaching between 250,000 and 550,000 Syrian 
pounds (equivalent to $100 to $200), in addition to an increase in the prices of many foodstuffs.

In sheltering civilians, Syrian regime forces did not take into account their health conditions and require-
ments, with thousands forced to stay in unequipped shelters with limited space, where they were pre-
vented from leaving or moving around.

The SNHR spoke with Amira3 , one of the women who stayed in a shelter center in Daraa al Mahatta after 
she and her children were displaced from a besieged area in Daraa:
“After many days of siege, I no longer had anything to feed my children, and even bread was no 
longer available, and then I was forced to flee my house in Tareeq al Sadd neighborhood and head-
ed towards al Kashef neighborhood in Daraa al Mahatta, where I stayed in the al Shar’ia School; I 
came out of my house carrying nothing but my clothes and my three children’s, and I could not 
carry any stuff from my house because the regime forces’ al Saraya Checkpoint, through which I 
passed, was preventing us from taking out furniture or any expensive belongings.
“I spent nearly 49 days in the shelter center. We were over 16 persons in each room, almost every 
room had four families, and there was no medical care and no coronavirus tests were conducted 
for us before we were received or during our stay; while the Red Crescent provided us with some 
assistance, it was barely sufficient, and I only took two mattresses and two blankets from them.”
Amira said that the school where she stayed was raided three times by the regime army’s 4th Division 
personnel between August 20 and August 30: “The 4th Division’s personnel insulted us and threatened 
to arrest the youths, but every time the Red Crescent staff tried to prevent the regime forces from 
arresting the youths by delaying the entry of regime personnel into the school to allow young peo-
ple to escape from the back yard of the school; every time they broke into the school I panicked 
- they were insulting us, with their actions and body movements, showing how they see us as ene-
mies, not as unarmed civilians.”

3    We contacted her via WhatsApp on September 22, 2021

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/press-release/2021/08/syria-government-must-lift-deadly-siege-of-daraa-al-balad-and-allow-humanitarian-aid-to-flow/
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D. Looting and Property Rights violations:
Since July 27, 2021, the Syrian regime’s military divisions – the 4th, 5th, 9th and 15th – backed by Iranian mi-
litias, seized dozens of civilian homes in areas of Gharz, al Shayyah and al Nakhla in farms to the south and 
east of Daraa city, along with others in al Dahiya area and the al Manshiya neighborhood of Daraa city. 
This came after civilian residents fled from these areas which were turned into the front lines for clashes 
between Syrian regime forces and affiliated militias on one hand, and fighters from the area on the other. 
The forces stationed in those homes and farms have turned them into military bases and headquarters, 
using them as centers for launching attacks targeting the besieged area (the Daraa al Balad area, Tareeq 
al Sadd neighborhood and Daraa camp), and using these bases to form a cordon around the besieged 
area, surrounding it from the east, west and south.

On August 16 and 17, 2021, Syrian regime forces and affiliated militias also seized a number of civilian 
homes on the outskirts of al Teira village in the western suburbs of Daraa and turned them into military 
bases, with military vehicles being brought in to provide support.

Photos showing some of the fortifications made by the regime forces on the outskirts of the camp 
and Tareeq al Sadd neighborhoods, and other axes in Daraa city.

https://sn4hr.org/blog/2021/08/19/56694/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ar9C96X-nDnuEdl3YSgYoP894bY8wOMs/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y2TrYx4fVQnQawDGsm4QXJ7MBCchLdyK/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HKtpSi18CWO7CMMbeEYMFWguzNHnnH9D/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_UG671-sVvHPEW0BVuCFX8ViPyoV9z6A/view
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Photos showing the regime forces seizing civilian homes in Gharz area, east of Daraa city, and turning 
them into military points

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WOLcZx5zvoLVDp7wGgM-IbBfAJNwwIYB/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j4v6V5oatDhcYLsHWV41umkA1ictsr2s/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VeTD9Tax-BMLWxir3fAQ0MyutjLYON0x/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K2tKimo7fpAnsYpp0LN8YFbWG-yQUgJm/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oEU6Y0I0GEri-SelqeUHh8ut_1NfDZNV/view
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Photos taken on August 9, 2021, showing the regime forces’ seizure of civilian homes in farms to the 
south and east of Daraa city

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15nz127dzuPkOMfNi5Kjbdp1IXThF8K6r/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1auQCsWtg3tPG0TPCmuAmTiOfkq7W2jvV/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rv6Fl3eZtXBHAhvd756C16Ih5kyoDsYg/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hkQIOfY42n8griNum92go6zN60r4CPfT/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14E9UckotN3Ll2zJ1MEWqlhXw9gjHk4wm/view
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IV. The Record of the Most Notable Violations Recorded by the 
     Syrian Network for Human Rights Between July 2018 and 
     October 2021, Which Caused the Emptying of Southern 
     Region of Syria after the Settlement Trap:

From the early days of the ‘settlement’ agreements in July 2018, Syrian-Iranian regime forces began per-
petrating multiple types of violations, as we mentioned previously, with the following violations being 
among the most notable of those documented by SNHR during this period; these violations have left 
massive numbers of casualties, with hardly a day passing since that time up to the present day without 
our team recording violations against those citizens who decided to stay.

A. Extrajudicial killing:
The Syrian Network for Human Rights documented the deaths of 361 civilians, including 47 children and 
26 women (adult female), as a result of the attacks launched by the Syrian regime on Southern Syria, 
most of whom were killed in Inkhel city in the northern suburbs of Daraa, Nawa city in the western sub-
urbs of Daraa, and the neighborhoods of Daraa al Balad.

B. Forced displacement:
The military operations launched by Syrian regime forces, backed by Iranian militias, have caused the 
displacement of at least 40,000 people from the neighborhoods of Daraa al Balad, Tareeq al Sadd, the 
Palestinian Refugee Camp, the Gharz area and Tal al Sultan, to the neighborhoods of Daraa al Mahatta, 
in addition to the people displaced and forcibly displaced from al Sanamayn city and Um Batna village.

C. Targeting vital civilian facilities:
The Syrian Network for Human Rights documented that Syrian regime forces carried out 19 attacks on 
vital civilian facilities.

D. Arbitrary arrest and enforced disappearance:
The Syrian Network for Human Rights documented the arrest of 1,589 individuals by Syrian regime forc-
es, including 13 children and 22 women (adult female). These arrests were concentrated in Nasib town in 
the eastern suburbs of Daraa and Ataman village in the northern suburbs of Daraa.
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Infographic of the record of the most notable human rights violations perpetrated by the Syrian re-
gime forces in south Syria area between July 2018 and October 2021

 – The following are examples of the most notable incidents of killing, looting and displacement that   
occurred in al Sanamayn city:

Located in the northern suburbs of Daraa city, al Sanamayn city wasn’t included in the settlement agree-
ment witnessed in the southern Syrian region in the summer of 2018 because it was under the shared 
control of factions of the Armed Opposition, that controlled the city’s northern and western neighbor-
hoods, and Syrian regime forces that controlled the rest of the city. After the Syrian regime took control 
of the southern region, the city witnessed a series of assassinations of personnel from the Armed Oppo-
sition factions and others from Syrian regime forces, while the regime forces began threatening to storm 
the city to take full control of it.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P92VRtKglACIs4yGqS9ecyLlwWd4E11p/view
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On Sunday, March 1, 2020, Syrian regime forces mobilized to storm the neighborhoods of al Sanamayn 
city, which were controlled by Armed Opposition factions, with SNHR documenting the participation 
of members of the 7th Division, 4th Division, the Air Intelligence Branch, Military and Criminal Security, 
Political and State Security branches in these operations, as well as the presence of Iranian militias and 
National Defense militias, backed by dozens of military and armored vehicles.

Syrian regime forces stationed at military checkpoints and posts surrounding the city, in particular the 
9th Division, carried out indiscriminate bombardment using heavy artillery and missile launchers, with 
regime snipers also deployed atop high buildings in al Fallahat neighborhood to monitor the movements 
of civilians in al Shamali and al Gharbi neighborhoods of al Sanamin city. The shelling lasted for nearly 
7 hours, during which the Syrian Network for Human Rights documented the killing of three civilians by 
Syrian regime forces, one of whom was shot dead by a sniper while standing near Um Yousef Bakery in al 
Shamali neighborhood; we also recorded the injury of 15 other civilians, including women and children, 
and recorded the arrest of at least 20 individuals by Syrian regime forces, who were released nearly 20 
days after the date of these offensives.

On the same day, Syrian regime forces were able to advance and control al Shamali and al Gharbi neigh-
borhoods then began carrying out looting and vandalism of civilian property and homes. We also record-
ed that at least 50 houses were damaged by shelling, including civilian facilities such as al Shar’ia School 
and Abu Bakr al Siddiq Mosque, which were looted by regime forces after they took control of the area.

 Photo shows the vandalism of some of the furnishings in Abu Bakr al Siddiq Mosque after members of the Syrian regime’s army

entered it while storming the neighborhoods of al Sanamin city - March 1, 2020

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AHRYX0YkS2KtyQV8_iVN-mQ-J8pbh-vd/view
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Photos posted on pro-Syrian regime media outlets showing soldiers and vehicles on the day of the 
storming of the city:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ai9UbAYsH5fC9jVMFpaNixV7_n6PKScl/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J5XFpZHQ9MyysX4o9KFgTob_7S12eI_L/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EVRR6oMjpHQDFT755ugvjlVGke92bUr-/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PHtJKLAp_qcvPSknptQcrzIZdGNwpFox/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D4KkWt7udfcnpbpD2uW1h9zwWFgF8KT2/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_q-q54akf5cyqusnZNHKrLdfggzIk4UA/view
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On the same day, an agreement was reached between regime forces and Armed Opposition factions’ per-
sonnel, under Russian mediation, to end the regime’s military campaign against the city in exchange for 
the settlement of the status of willing Armed Opposition fighters in the city, joining the ‘Russian-backed’ 
Fifth Corps and displacing those who refused the settlement to northern Syria.
On Monday, March 2, 2020, 21 Armed Opposition fighters left al Sanamin city, north of Daraa, traveling to 
Aleppo governorate.

 – Seven civilians, including three children, were killed in Masaken Jilleen village in the eastern sub-
urbs of Daraa:

Jilleen village, located in the western suburbs of Daraa governorate, is one of the areas that were con-
trolled by factions of the Armed Opposition between September 2013 and July 2018, with personnel from 
the Armed Opposition factions refusing to sign the agreement with the Syrian regime; this meant that 
the town remained under their effective control, while the Syrian regime’s presence was limited to mil-
itary checkpoints surrounding it.

On March 18, 2020, Syrian regime forces launched bombardment targeting Jilleen village and Masaken 
Jilleen, using the heavy artillery capabilities of artillery battalion ‘285’ stationed in an area adjacent to al 
Panorama stadium in Daraa city, as well as missile launchers originating from the regime forces’ 175th 
regiment in Izra town in the northern suburbs of Daraa. The shelling, which resulted in the deaths of 
seven civilians, including three children from the same family, was preceded by clashes between Syrian 
regime forces and personnel from factions of the Armed Opposition which broke out in response to the 
Syrian regime forces killing two members of the Central Committee in the village.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GgnocuFgERbl8ewwenquS2XfZFDIR5Sc/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R_ArZx7-Gu-_9FM-Ex4qNVFM0GKyoS7T/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eXOT_6MNV-Si-9NpeYCS2XuRe26Otxy4/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ik5V3Trwg6DSEpLJbB8IWwTuOW8BvkAS/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m4qaG7Cojkx_tEODiB-w0MUWzGYhtrM2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oWCj-XKK2fmUuztl4KmN_iCnGUkzPqG6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fCMvtt_4mXJ-T6KO520LpNkZKlzrcEs6/view
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The SNHR contacted Ali al Ahmad4 , a resident of Jellin village who witnessed the shelling of the town:
“The shelling began at around 4:00 pm and continued until 6:00 pm; the shells were raining heavily 
on us, and I counted about 17 shells, four of which landed between houses, and the others fell on 
agricultural land north of the village. That day, seven people were killed, including three children. 
In addition, one shell landed on a cattle-rearing stable, killing three cows.
“The shelling was indiscriminate, not targeting Free Syrian Army (FSA) personnel in the village, but 
was intended as retaliatory after clashes took place between FSA and regime personnel.”

 – Um Batna village is a stark example of the forced displacement practiced by the Syrian-Iranian 
regime:

Um Batna village, located in the central suburbs of Quneitra governorate, which was inhabited by an 
estimated 3,000 people before the outbreak of the popular uprising for democracy in March 2011, was 
controlled by factions of the Armed Opposition from the beginning of September 2014; in July 2018, the 
village was among the areas subjected to the settlement agreements imposed on southern Syria by the 
regime, with the agreement providing for surrendering the heavy and medium weapons owned by the 
Armed Opposition factions controlling the village, the entry of the regime’s civilian institutions as well 
as its police stations to cities and towns, and the submission of all the region’s residents to a security 
settlement of their status.

After the Syrian regime took control of the area at the beginning of August 2018, an armed group of 10 
fighters from the Armed Opposition factions from the village refused to submit to the settlement agree-
ment and refused to leave the village; since then, the village has remained free of any presence of Syrian 
regime forces, while the military presence of Syrian regime forces has been limited to the checkpoints 
scattered around the village and in the surrounding military hills, most notably Tal al Sha’ar and Tal Kroum.

On the evening of Friday, April 30, 2021, an armed group whose affiliation we have so far been unable 
to identify, attacked a Syrian regime military checkpoint, namely al Omari Checkpoint, located at the en-
trance to Tal Kroum military hill, north of Um Batna village, and killed the personnel present there; regime 
forces responded by shelling Um Batna village with several mortar shells fired by the artillery brigade sta-
tioned in Tal al Sha’ar. This shelling continued for several hours, as a result of which the village witnessed 
the displacement of hundreds of civilians who fled to the nearby villages of al Khaldiya, Mamtana Nabea 
al Sakhr, for fear of Syrian regime forces storming the town.

The residents we contacted told us that Syrian regime forces, through their security committee, met 
with villagers’ representatives and threatened to storm the village militarily if the displacement of the 
remaining fighters in the village and their families was not approved.

4    We contacted him via WhatsApp on March 5, 2020
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Between May 1 and 16, 2021, Syrian regime forces began harassing and restricting the village’s residents 
in order to force them to accept the terms of the settlement. On May 1, we recorded Syrian regime forces 
stationed at the al Omari Checkpoint obstructing some displaced families and detaining five women with 
their children for several hours, to pressure the residents to accept displacement.

After five rounds of negotiations that began on April 30, 2021, held between Syrian regime’s representa-
tive, Brig. Gen. Talal al Ali, Head of the Military Security Branch ‘220’, and representatives of the villagers 
in the presence of a Russian delegation, it was agreed on May 16, 2021, to evacuate 37 families (150 peo-
ple), who had rejected the settlement agreement, to northern Syria, in exchange for the Syrian regime’s 
retreat from launching the military operation it threatened to carry out.

The SNHR contacted Khaled5 , a member of the Armed Opposition factions who were displaced from Um 
Batna village, who said that ever since the Syrian regime reasserted control over the southern region, 
regime forces have been provoking fighters who have rejected settlements and targeting them with as-
sassination or arrest: “On March 9, 2021, regime forces arrested two armed opposition personnel, namely 
Hadi al Saeed and Qusai al Saeed, through an ambush on the outskirts of Um Batna village. The next day, 
we blocked the entrances and exits of the village and burned a number of tires in the streets as a form of 
expression to [call for the] release the two detainees.
“After the arrest, the reconciliation committee, formed from the dignitaries of Um Batna village, 
communicated with the regime to release the two young men; the regime made promises to re-
lease them, but all were false. Nearly two months after the arrest of the two young men, the situ-
ation began to get more tense between the town’s youths and regime forces and elements of the 
Lebanese Hezbollah, then on April 30, 2021, unknown individuals attacked the Tal Kroum military 
hill and the adjacent checkpoint - a military position where regime forces and Lebanese Hezbollah 
militias are stationed. After the attack, regime forces stationed in al Saqriya battalion of the 90th 
Brigade and in Tal al Sha’ar military hill north of Um Batna shelled the town with heavy artillery and 
mortars.
“After the shelling, dozens of families were displaced from the village to nearby villages, while the 
regime harassed civilians, detaining a number of women and children at a military checkpoint at 
the entrance to Jabha village, north of Um Batna village, but we were able to release them after the 
reconciliation committee communicated with the regime.
“On April 30, 2021, the Syrian regime and the reconciliation committee reached out to discuss what 
happened in the town. The regime accused us directly of carrying out the attack on Tal Kroum 
military hill and the checkpoint adjacent to it, and directly set the term of our displacement to 
northern Syria with our families in exchange for not carrying out a military operation in the town. 
Negotiations continued for several days in the presence of the Russian forces. At first, we rejected 
the conditions of the regime, especially the displacement term, and we were coordinating with the 
central committees in Daraa governorate to support our position, but unfortunately, their support 

5    We contacted him via WhatsApp on June 3, 2021
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for us was not enough to cancel the displacement condition, which forced us in mid-May 2021 to 
agree to the regime’s terms to protect our families and women from the regime’s brutality and 
bombing of the area, because if we hadn’t accepted it, a military operation would have been carried 
out, so this was what forced the revolutionaries to submit to the conditions of the regime and the 
Russians; on May 16, 2021, it was agreed between us and the regime that we’d be displaced to north-
ern Syria in exchange for [the regime] stopping the military operation on the town and releasing 
the two young men who were arrested nearly four months ago.
“I spent three days convincing my family and children to accept displacement because I know ex-
actly what the regime would have done to them if I left by myself and they stayed in the area - the 
regime would take revenge on me by arresting or killing them or doing anything to break me. It was 
very difficult until they agreed to leave with me to northern Syria.
“On the morning of Thursday, May 20, 2021, me, my family and children went out on the displace-
ment buses from my town carrying some luggage and important papers and left behind our house 
and everything we had, with the Russian military police accompanying the displacement convoy.
“The Russians brought one of the detainees in the morning and he was inside one of their cars, 
because the agreement ordered that they hand us over one of the detainees at the Sa’sa’ Branch 
checkpoint in the southwestern suburbs of Damascus; when we reached the checkpoint, the Rus-
sians fled in the car which the detainee was in towards Damascus. Then the fighters stopped the 
buses and detained two of the Russian military police’s cars, and there was almost an armed clash 
between us and the regime forces. After our reaction, the Russians were forced to return to the 
place where the buses were and handed us the detainee. Then we headed to northern Syria, where 
we spent three days in the area between the regime’s army checkpoint and the Syrian National Ar-
my’s, until they allowed us to enter the Euphrates Shield areas in the northern suburbs of Aleppo, 
from where we went to Deir Hassan village in the northern suburbs of Idlib, where I now live.”

Photos show a gathering of residents preparing to be deported from Um Batna village in the suburbs 
of Quneitra to northern Syria - May 20, 2021

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hCY1h0nuhKibDSAaB_gpq7udaG7nIGJ4/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Uxs33HPzshGKiT8SR1Mw9e6oUUKyBaAM/view
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Photos show Russian military police escorting buses carrying displaced persons from Um Batna vil-
lage in the suburbs of Quneitra to northern Syria - May 20, 2021

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JEO0tVTcMvn7Ab7DyCYe3B8IHPRqrNtU/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V9B_yvsFjQckb95YfrP7ycMXfTiftb7b/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/165NK3rSA62Wx19QYp7FsUy22X2S9DRfI/view
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations:

Conclusions:
• The Syrian regime has perpetrated various types of violations with the aim of pushing the people 

towards forced displacement and emptying the area of all the regime’s opponents.
• The Syrian regime has carried out indiscriminate shelling that did not distinguish between civilians 

and combatants, resulting in the death of a number of Syrian citizens.
• The Syrian regime has carried out hundreds of arbitrary arrests, with most of those detained being 

subsequently forcibly disappeared.
• It is impossible to trust any settlements or reconciliations made by the Syrian-Iranian regime because 

the regime will pursue any dissidents or opponents and end all forms of protest or demonstrations 
against it, whatever the cost of such violations, with its ultimate goal being to retain absolute power 
over Syria.

Recommendations:
The UN Security Council and the United Nations:
• Forced settlement ‘agreements’ or ‘security reconciliations’ will not lead to any form of stability and 

respect for human rights, and there must be an acceleration in the comprehensive political transi-
tion process that ensures the start of progress along a path of transitional justice and true national 
reconciliation based on accountability for the perpetrators of violations and respect for basic human 
rights and a transition towards democracy.

• The Syrian issue should be referred to the International Criminal Court and all those who are respon-
sible for crimes against humanity and war crimes should be held accountable.

• Investigate claims  that the Iranian regime is continuing to supply weapons, equipment and militias 
to the Syrian regime.

• Work to expel the Iranian cross-border militias from all Syrian territory.

International Community:
• SNHR has repeatedly called for the implementation of the ‘Responsibility to Protect’ doctrine in doz-

ens of studies and reports and as a member of the International Coalition for the Responsibility to 
Protect (ICRtoP) after all political channels through the Arab League’s plan and then Mr. Kofi Annan’s 
plan were exhausted, with the Cessation of Hostilities statements and Astana agreements that fol-
lowed proving equally fruitless. Therefore, steps should be taken under Chapter VII of the Charter of 
the United Nations, and the norm of the “Responsibility to Protect” doctrine, which was established 
by the United Nations General Assembly, should be implemented. The UN Security Council is still hin-
dering the protection of civilians in Syria.
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• Refer the situation in Syria to the International Criminal Court, or quickly establish a tribunal dedi-
cated to trying crimes against humanity and war crimes to end the cycle of impunity that has now 
spanned a decade in Syria.

• Put real pressure on Russia and Iran, and categorize them as key accomplices in the violations com-
mitted in Syria, both due to their continuing supply of weapons to the Syrian regime and through 
their direct involvement in thousands of violations against Syrian citizens.

• Provide protection and assistance to forcibly displaced women and children, taking into account 
their specific needs, primarily for protection.

Independent International Commission of Inquiry (COI):
• Monitor and document widespread cases of arbitrary arrest and enforced disappearance in South-

ern Syria.

Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR):
• Condemn the violent practices of the Syrian regime against the people of the Southern region of Syria.

Thanks and consolation

We would like to thank the victims’ families and relatives and all the local activists from all fields who 
contributed effectively to this report. If it were not for their contributions and cooperation with us, we 
would not be able to complete this report to such an exhaustive level. In addition to this, we extend our 
most heartfelt condolences to the victims’ families.
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